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Abstract 

The purpose of this project is to examine a novel approach for coupling RF-
power from a transmitter chain in a MiniLink radio. The coupling is achieved 
by inserting a probe into the microstrip to waveguide transition of the radio.  

The main purpose of the coupler is to be used for decoupling of output power 
to an external detector. 

Today the RF-detector is often placed on the PA chip, this is limiting the 
number of designs available on the market for HighPower versions of radios. 
Also an off chip coupler before the waveguide transition will have the 
drawback of higher insertion loss and also by larger dimensions. 

An alternative use of the coupler could be to design an RF-loop channel from 
Tx to Rx in a radio. 

Simulations in Ansoft HFSS and ADS have been used for designing and 
testing the tolerance of the design for product variations on the 23 GHz 
waveguide.  

Two different designs are handled in this report, one where the probe for 
coupling of output power is placed where the force is as strongest and one 
where the probe is placed where it is preferable considering the design on the 
rest of circuit board. 

Both designs were drawn and simulated in HFSS with satisfying results. A 
design that meets the requirements was created by simulations. First, 
simulations were made for establishing what variables that affect the 
interesting outcome values such as coupling level between probe and u-strip,  
insertion loss et cetera, then an optimize simulation was made to get the best 
values on those variables. 

The consequence of lack of directivity was examined with ADS also here with 
a satisfying result. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The goal for this project is to insert a probe to a waveguide for measuring the 
output power. A small part of the output power will be coupled off to the probe 
and measured by an external detector. The probe will be inserted in different 
places depending on which frequency band it will be implemented in. The 
available space is different in various frequency bands. This project is focused 
on examining if it is possible to couple the output power to a detector with a 
probe inserted in the waveguide. The design should be optimized both on the 
location of the probe and on coupling from u-strip to probe.  

Only simulations were made, no prototype manufacturing was performed.  

The probe will be inserted into the waveguide in two different places. One 
location is the optimal for decoupling output power and one location is chosen 
to make it more suitable for component placing on the circuit board. This will 
be performed and analyzed in Ansoft HFSS. A directivity analysis on the radio 
level has been performed in ADS. 

1.1 Background 

 
Ericsson radios today use a power detector to measure and control the output 
power. 

This project examines the possibilities to insert a probe in to the waveguide 
for coupling the output power to an external detector.  

The two options for measuring output power used in MiniLink radios now are: 

1. Measuring the output power with a detector on the last PA-chip as shown in 
figure 1, this is expensive and Ericsson design engineers have to design their 
own chip. 
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Figure1 Solution used on most RAU2.1 today 
 

2. Using a directional coupler between the last PA-chip and the u-strip line to 
waveguide transition (Figure 2). This takes to much space and creates an 
unnecessary loss of output power. 
 

 
Figure 2 Directional coupler, used on RAU2.1 10,5 GHz today 
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2 Terminology 

PA Power Amplifier 

RL Return Loss, here waveguide to waveguide and u-strip to u-strip 

IL Insertion Loss, here coupling between u-strip and waveguide 

ADS Advanced design system 

HFSS High Frequency Structural Simulator 

WG_RL Waveguide Return Loss 
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3 Project scope 

3.1 Design goal 

The purpose of this project is to present a general solution for power 
decoupling that enable a power detection function with low cost, good 
performance and small size.  

An external detector also extends the possibilities for buying PA-chips from 
different suppliers. 

A waveguide probe could also be used for other applications such as RF loop 
generation. 

Design goal is to present a simulated solution with the following performance:  
 
Frequency band:  21.2-23.6 GHz 
IL RF path:  <0.5dB 
RL:   <-15dB  
Coupling to probe: -15 ± 3dB 
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3.2 Approaches 

Approach 1: 
 
Probe on opposite side to waveguide transition (most robust) see figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 Probe on opposite side to waveguide transition 

Approach 2: 

Probe on the same side as waveguide transition see figure 4 (well suited for 
component placing) 

 
Figure 4 Probe on the same side as waveguide transition 

See simulation results in the following chapters. 
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4 Results with the probe on the opposite side of the u-strip, 
solution1 

4.1 Original solution 

Traditional waveguide transitions use a conductor that leads the RF-signal 
from the last PA chip to a patch that couples the output power to a 
waveguide. The transition used as a starting point is shown in figure 5. 

 
Figure 5 original, traditional solution 

4.2 Waveguide transition with probe 
 
A probe is inserted to the waveguide for decoupling output power. This is 
shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 6 The probe is on the opposite side to the u-strip for the best decoupling. 

The electrical field is strongest in the middle of the waveguide opposite of the 
u-strip, therefore the probe is placed there. It is the optimal place for 
decoupling output power; there the probe can be made as small as possible 
and consequently the reflection as small as possible. This is not applicable to 
all frequencies; the available space on the circuit board has to be considered. 
A larger waveguide might acquire a differently placed probe, at least 
considering current radio products. 

. 

4.3 Simulations original solution without the probe 

A simulation on the original design was made to use as a reference for 
following simulations the result is shown in figure 7 and 8. Microstrip is set to 
port1 and Waveguide is set to Port2. 
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Figure 7 Simulation results (S21, S12, S11, S22) on original solution without the 
probe 
 
 

 

 Figure 8 Simulation results (S21, S12) on original solution without the probe 

5 Simulation solution1 with Probe on opposite side 

For making it easier to change different parameters in the design a set of 
variables is used, a description of them is given in figure 9, and 10.  
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Figure 9: A description of design variables 
 

1 patch_ext 

2 patch_length 

3 probe_length 

4 patch_width 

 

 Figure 10: A description of design variables 

1 shortcircuitheight 
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The first simulation after inserting the probe gave us an acceptable result 
before any values were optimized as shown in Figure 11. 
 

Figure 11 Simulation result with probe inserted in original design 
 
To establish which is the best probe length considering the coupling from u-
strip to probe, simulations were performed giving the result shown in table1: 
 

Simulation Probe length Coupling from u-strip to probe 

1 1 mm -10 dB 

2 0.75 mm -13.5 dB 

3 0.5 mm -17.8 dB 

4 0.625 mm -15.3 dB 

  Table 1 
 

Those results shows that a probe length of 0.625mm gives the value closest 
to the desired value of -15 dB coupling from u-strip to probe. 

The goal is to find the optimal set of variables to get as broad band of the 
return loss as possible under -20 dB. The aim is to get a result better than 20 
dB to have better margins on the design. 
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The variables that affect the return loss: 
Patch_length, Patch_extend, and Shortcircuitheight By running an optimize 
simulation on those parameters the results gained was that the optimal values 
were as shown in table 2. 
 

Variable Values on original design Optimized values with 
probe 

Patch_length 1.6mm 1.56mm 

Patch_extend 0.6mm 0.6mm 

Shortcircuitheight 2.3mm 1.9mm 

Table2 

 
By using the optimized values in table 2 the design meets the requirements 
with satisfying margins. The simulation result is shown in figure 12 and 13. 

 

 Figure12. Result with optimized values. With a round off on Patch_length to 1.6mm 
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 Figure13. Result with optimized values. With a round off on Patch_length to 1.6mm 
 

With the relatively good result that gained with the original designs values, it 
took no large effort to find good values on the different variables. The most 
effort was taken to find a length on the probe that gave a satisfying coupling 
of output power from the u-strip. 

After finding the best length on the probe by simulating, an optimization on the 
rest of the critical variables was performed. 
 

5.1 Tolerance analysis 

The design has to manage a spread of tolerance that might occur during 
production. The desired values on return loss, S11 (u-strip to u-strip) and S22 
(Waveguide to Waveguide) should be below -20dB as broad as possible 
around 23GHz and the result on S31(u-strip to probe) are expected to be -
15dB ± 3dB. The result shown in figure 14, 15 and 16 meets the expectations 
on the design in all three cases. The values in table 3 which was used on the 
tolerance analysis are ±0.02mm on all values except on ShortcircuitHeight 
where the way to produce is not as accurate as it is on a circuit board. 
 

Patch_extend 580 um 620um 

Patch_width 1.48mm 1.52mm 

Patch_length 1.54mm 1.58mm 
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ShortcircuitHeight 1.85mm 1.95mm 

Probe_insert 0.605mm 0.645mm 

Microstrip_width 530um 570um 

Table 3 

 

Figure 14 shows how S11 changes with tolerances in production 
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Figure 15 shows how S31 changes with tolerances in production 

Figure 16 shows how S22 changes with tolerances in production. 
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6 Results with the probe on the same side as the u-strip, 
solution 2 

This solution is preferable for producing units because it is compatible with 
the solutions made on the circuit board for some of the frequencies. The fact 
that the probe is not placed where the force is strongest forces the probe fore 
coupling of the output power to be constructed a slightly different way than 
solution1. 

6.1 Design without the probe 

Before inserting a probe beside the u-strip the complete design has to be 
drawn in Ansoft HFSS, unlike solution1 this solution is not symmetric. 

Figure 17 Original solution without the probe 
 

To have as a reference for following designs a simulation was made on the 
original solution shown in figure 17 see results in figure 18 and 19. 

To be able to save some time drawing the design, via holes was replaced with 
a cupper filled collar. A judgement was made that the desired simulation 
results will be reached with the collar. 
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 Figure 18. Simulation results on original solution without the probe 

 Figure 19. Simulation results on original solution without the probe 
 

6.2 Results with the probe on the same side as the u-strip 

A probe was inserted to the design to examine if it is possible to decouple the 
output power on the same side of the waveguide as the u-strip and patch. 

A withdrawal from the short circuit plane like the one for the u-strip was made 
in the middle of the distance from u-strip to the edge of the waveguide. As 
seen in picture 20 the probe was formed with a smooth bend for disturbing the 
microwaves that is coupled off as little as possible 
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Figure20. Design with probe inserted 

 

After the probe was inserted to the design an optimization was made. The 
variables which is relevant for optimization is: Kragbredd; the width of the hole 
in the top ground plane surrounding the patch, Patch_Ext; the length which 
the patch is inserted to the waveguide with, Patch_Length; the length of the 
patch, Patch_width; the width of the patch and Shortcircuitheight; the height in 
which the waveguide continues in to the short circuit plane. Variables are 
described in figure 21 and 22. Simulation result from the optimization is 
shown in figure 23. 
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Figure 21: A description of design variables 

 

1 Patch_extend 

2 Patch_length 

3 Patch_width 

4 Kragbredd 
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Figure 22: A description of design variables 

 

1 Shortcircuitheight 
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Figure 23. Simulation results when optimizing the design. 

The variable values gained from the optimization simulation have to be 
rounded of to be usable in a real design those values are shown in table 4. 

 

Variables Values from optimization Round off values 

Kragbredd 7.145055mm 7.15mm 

Patch_ext 0.579711mm 0.58mm 

Patch_length 1.31071mm 1.31mm 

Patch_width 1.491848mm 1.49mm 

Shortcircuitheight 2.01889mm 2.02mm 

Table 4 

The simulation performed with the rounded off values gave a large 
degradation in return loss on u-strip to u-strip see figure 24, this lead to further 
simulations to find out the critical variable for causing the degradation.  
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Figure 24. Simulation results when rounding off the optimized values 

Further simulations were made, to determine which variable causes the 
degradation in return loss. (appendix2) It shows that it was not a specific 
variable but a mix of several variable values that caused the variation. To get 
usable values on variables a tuning in HFSS was performed giving the values 
in table 5 and simulation results in figure 25 and 26 

 

Variables Round off values from 
optimization 

Tuned values 

Kragbredd 7.15mm 7.14mm 

Patch_ext 0.570um 0.590um 

Patch_length 1.31mm 1.32mm 

Patch_width 1.48mm 1.50mm 

ShortcircuitHeight 2.03mm 2.03mm 

Table 5  
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Figure 25. Simulation results with desired tuned values in all variables. 

 Figure 26. Simulation results with desired tuned values in all variables 
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The simulations above (figure 25 and 26) and the production tolerance 
simulations shows that the design meets the requirements on return loss.  
S11 (u-strip to u-strip) and S22 (Waveguide to Waveguide) are below -20dB 
between 21.2 and 23.6 GHz and the result on S31 (u-strip to probe) are as 
required -15dB ±3 dB. The result meets the expectations on the design in all 
three cases. IL is marginally out of requirement; however the main focus on 
the optimization phase has been on return loss. 

6.3 Tolerance analysis solution 2 

The design has to manage a spread of tolerance that might occur during 
production. The desired values on return loss, S11 (u-strip to u-strip) and S22 
(Waveguide to Waveguide) are below -20dB as broad as possible around 
23GHz and the result on S31 (u-strip to probe) are expected to be ~-15dB. 
The result in figure 27, 28 and 29 meets the expectations on the design in all 
three cases. Values used on the tolerance analysis are ±0.01 mm on all 
variables as can bee seen in table 6. 

 

Shortcircuitheight 2.01mm 2.02mm 2.03mm 

Patch_width 1.48mm 1.49mm 1.50mm 

Patch_length 1.30mm 1.31mm 1.32mm 

Patch_extend 0.57mm 0.58mm 0.59mm 

Kragbredd 7.14mm 7.15mm 7.16mm 

Table 6 Values used in tolerance analysis 
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Figure 27 shows how S31 changes with tolerances in production 

Figure 28 shows how S11 changes with tolerances in production  
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Figure 29 shows how S22 changes with tolerances in production  

7 ADS directivity analysis 

Since the probe has no directivity it is of importance to understand how the 
coupling factor will vary with the waveguide load. 

7.1 ADS results  

A u-strip to waveguide transition with coupler is drawn in ADS.  Equation 
based boxes were used as functionality model for PA (power amplifier), power 
detector and diplexer (figure 30). Three different values were examined on 
WG_RL (waveguide return loss) together with a length of the conductor 
leading from u-strip to waveguide that is equivalent to the phase shift of 3600 
degrees. This show how big difference there is at the most in the adaptation 
in the frequency band between 22 and 24 GHz. The variation in the adaption 
leads to a reduction of useful dynamics of the detector because of a need to 
count with the worst case scenario. The reduction of dynamics is reduced by 
calibrating over frequency therefore the variation in adaption is not that 
harmful. 
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Figure 30: ADS functionality model of probe design with external detector, PA and 
diplexer 

Three different values on WG_RL was examined, changes in adaption is 
shown in table 7 
 

WG_RL Adaption on 
Solution 1 

Ripple 
Solution 1 

Adaption on 
Solution 2 

Ripple 
Solution 2 

15 dB -16.8 < X < -13.1 3.3 dB -17.2 < X < -12.9 3.1 dB 

17 dB -16.4 < X < -13.3 2.6 dB -16.8 < X < -13.2 2.3 dB 

20 dB -16.0 < X < -13.6 1.9 dB -16.3 < X < -13.6 1.4 dB 

Table 7 changes in adaption and ripple depending on values on WG_RL 

The adaption is better on solution1 because of the slope is larger from start at 
Solution 2.The phase of the ripple depends on the length of the conductor 
from u-strip to wave guide. Simulation result are shown in figure 31 to 36 
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Figure 31 Picture Solution 1 WG_RL =15 
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Figure 32 Solution1   WG_RL =17 

 
Figure 33 Solution 1 WG_RL =20 
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Figure 34 Solution2 WG_RL =15 Figure 34 Solution2 WG_RL =15 
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Figure 35 Solution2 WG_RL =17 

 
Figure 35 Solution2 WG_RL =17 
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Figure 36 Solution2 WG_RL =20

 
Figure 36 Solution2 WG_RL =20
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8 Discussion and conclusions 

The results of inserting a probe into the waveguide for measure the output 
power was successful. Both examined cases managed to handle the 
specified requirements for return loss insertion loss and level on the coupling 
from u-strip to probe. Simulations in HFSS showed as expected that the most 
effective place to put the probe is on the opposite side of the u-strip. Inserting 
the probe on the same side as the u-strip is viable according to requirements 
but with a slightly less robust result. The level of output power coupling to the 
probe changes more over frequency and return loss is not as good as it is 
with the probe on the opposite side but it is well under the required 20 dB. As 
there has been no prototype built there are some uncertainties how it will 
appear in reality but according to HFSS simulations there will be no problems 
using any of the probe solutions considering production variations. 

This project only examines the 23 GHz wave guide but the results are 
applicable on all from a few GHz up to 40 GHz wave guide transitions. 

On higher frequency bands there might be limitation of space in the 
waveguide, and production tolerances might effect the transition more. 

The slope on coupling to probe on solution with probe on the same side as 
waveguide transition has not been explained. 
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Appendix 1 

Simulation of different values on critical variables to understand why the 
simulation with the rounded of values is so different from the optimized 
values. 

 
Test of the variable kragbredd, the width of the hole in the groundplane surrounding 
the patch 
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Test of the variable patch_ext, this variable determines the start position of the patch. 

 
Test of the variable patch_length, this variable determines the length of the patch 
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Test of the variable patch_width, this variable determines the width of the patch 

 

Test of the variable ShortcircutHeight the height in which the waveguide continues 
into the short circuit plane. 
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